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 Post-production Workflow Panasonic ImageWorks® Premium 6.3 introduces two powerful new editors — the Movie Module
and the Image Optimizer. The Movie Module allows you to create and edit videos with a wide array of audio and image editing
features. You can adjust the audio levels, mute selected areas of audio, apply different audio effects, add a caption or menu to a

video clip, and more. The Image Optimizer allows you to remove moiré, retouch areas with glasses or curly hair, and correct
colors. The new Avid Editor® and ImageWorks tools are available on the Download Center as free downloads. An optimized

workflow that maximizes efficiency The Avid Workflow Optimization Studio is a set of powerful Avid tools that help optimize
a project from start to finish. Avid Workflow Optimization Studio includes: Better results in post-production with Avid Media
Composer™, Avid Xpress Pro™, Avid ImageWorks® Premium, and Avid® Media Encoder. More than 300 third-party plug-

ins and effects are included in the latest version of Avid Media Composer. Avid Xpress Pro provides even more media-handling
options for video, including audio and script tagging, the ability to link files and navigate media, and enhanced media recall and

navigation. Avid ImageWorks Premium 6.3 includes powerful new tools for retouching, removing moiré, and fixing messy
images. And Avid Media Encoder enables you to optimize the quality and compression settings of media while preserving fine

detail. Advanced Interplay for a faster and easier workflow Avid Interplay™ technology is an innovative new system for
managing multiple projects. Interplay offers the same functionality as a traditional queue, but with a new, streamlined user
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interface. Interplay helps you organize your editing projects by automatically grouping related media into “rooms,” which you
can quickly navigate. Interplay provides three types of projects. The most basic is the “scratch” project, which is just a group of
rooms where you can add more rooms later. You can also create a “scene” project, which includes the previous scratch project
and one or more of the actual projects you’re working on. The third project type is a “master” project, which groups all of your

projects together. Interplay makes it easy to edit multiple projects simultaneously. You can drag media between 82157476af
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